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Y2 Maths: Week Commencing 13th July 2020: measures 2: mass and volume 

Please use Yr2 Summer term week 10 (it is labelled as w/c 29th June). 

The first lesson this week is measure mass in g 

The teaching videos are on the site as usual and the White Rose lesson 

activities remain included below for you to download. 

Each week, you will now get four tasks and a Friday problem-solving 

challenge linked to the BBC Bitesize home learning content. Instead of 

the mastery challenges (deep, deeper, deepest), we have included links 

to BBC bitesize daily lessons. 

 

 

 

Your child should also find that a lot of the recent maths is securing maths taught earlier this year. This is called spaced-learning and supports learning by returning 

to prior learning often, keeping it at the forefront of working memory instead of there being long gaps between specific topics. However, Y2 have done only a 

little work on measuring mass and volume and so this week’s work will be a good focus. Please email lapwings@duxford.cambs.sch.uk if you have any questions. 

This will be your last week of maths with me and I wanted to thank you for all your hard work this year. I hope you all have a wonderful summer and I wish you 

the best for Y3 – you deserve it. 

Mr Lloyd  

mailto:lapwings@duxford.cambs.sch.uk
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White Rose lesson activities 
White Rose lesson 1: measure mass g 
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White Rose lesson 2: measure mass kg 
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White Rose lesson 3: compare volume 
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White Rose lesson 4: volume ml 
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Friday maths challenge 

   
 

links to BBC bitesize daily lessons 
Lesson 1: measure mass g 

Lesson 2: measure mass kg 

Lesson 3: compare volume 

Lesson 4: volume ml  

Lesson 5: Friday maths challenge 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcdrsk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z3qk3j6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zm4bp4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmn6wnb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z9yfxbk

